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SPEECH BY MS TINA HUNG, DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SOCIAL SERVICE AT THE LAUNCH OF 

MENTAL HEALTH ANTI-STIGMA CAMPAIGN 
8 SEPTEMBER 2018 

 

Good morning 

DPM Tharman Shanmugaratnam 

SMS for Health Amy Khor 

MOS for Social and Family Development Sam Tan 

NHG Chairman Kay Kuok 

NCSS President Anita Fam 

IMH CE Chua Hong Choon 

Tote Board CE Fong Yong Kian 

My dear friends and colleagues from the social and healthcare sectors 

Ladies and gentlemen 

 

Hong Choon and I often chat about the need to bring the social and 

healthcare sectors closer so that both can serve persons in recovery from 

mental health conditions more holistically and seamlessly. 

 

2 We also care deeply about the message that there is life and 

happiness after diagnosis. With treatment and support, recovery is 

possible. Recovery is within reach. 
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3 But to achieve this, the community must do its part and stop 

stigmatising persons in recovery. Stop judging and labelling them by their 

mental health condition. Instead, accept, respect and include them as we 

all wish to be accepted, respected and included. Just the way we are. 

 

4 So it was a no-brainer when I was planning this launch and Hong 

Choon was planning the IMH 90th Anniversary celebrations that we both 

agreed to do a joint event to bring together our colleagues from the social 

and healthcare sectors, to pursue the work ahead of us together. 

 

5 The 2016 NCSS Quality of Life Study has shown that persons with 

mental health conditions have a significantly lower quality of life than the 

general population. They do not feel accepted and respected by the 

people around them.  

 

 

6 NCSS’ 2017 Study on Attitudes towards Persons with Mental 

Health Conditions in Singapore found that seven in 10 Singaporeans 

believe that persons with mental health conditions experience stigma and 

discrimination daily. Six in 10 Singaporeans believe that mental health 
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conditions are caused by a lack of self-discipline and will power. Some 

even perceive that if you have a mental health condition, you can just will 

yourself to get better. 

 

7 Clearly, we must do more to shift public attitudes and correct 

misconceptions. It is important that we recognise persons in recovery for 

who they are. They are not their mental health conditions. They are not 

their labels. They have ambitions to contribute, to realise their hopes and 

dreams, just like all of us. 

 

8 So this mental health anti-stigma campaign is a call-out to our 

community, our society and our nation which we love so much, to 

transform. It will take all of us to transform, to be better than we are now, 

stronger than we are now and more inclusive than we are now. 

 

9 If you are an employer, you hold a key to the recovery of those who 

are job-ready. Research has shown that persons with mental health 

conditions desire to be meaningfully employed. This is critical to their 

quality of life.  
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10 On this front, NCSS has co-developed the Peer Support Specialist 

programme together with IMH. To date, 63 Peer Support Specialists have 

been trained. These Peer Support Specialists have been equipped to use 

their lived experience to inspire, empower and support others in their 

recovery journey. We are in the early days and there are many challenges 

to be overcome. But the feedback tells us that the Peer-led recovery 

journeys have been powerful and life-changing.  

 

11 Peers are effective agents of change and agents of hope. Peers are 

able to work alongside to complement social and healthcare professionals. 

I am encouraged that IMH and social service organisations providing 

mental health services are hiring Peer Support Specialists. I believe peers 

can do so much more.  

 

12 My last and pleasant duty is to thank some very special people. My 

deep gratitude to Yong Kian and Tote Board colleagues for believing in 

NCSS and what we do. To my dear friend Hong Choon and IMH 

colleagues, I am deeply humbled by your staunch and unwavering support 

to do what is difficult but important. Fu Hua and Anita, you have been 

pillars of wisdom and strength to me and my staff and gave us courage to 

navigate new territories.  
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13 To our five campaign ambassadors, Nicholas, Sumaiyah, Nicole, 

Desmond and Deborah and so many Peers out there, thank you for 

openly sharing your recovery journey with us. Your courage and resilience 

inspires me. To my passionate and untiring NCSS colleagues, thank you 

for your enduring faith and deep commitment. To all of you here, thank 

you for joining hands with NCSS. I know we will get there because you 

have shown me that you care and want to forge a better tomorrow for all.  

 

14 Like the rain that came down to nurture the earth this morning as we 

all made our way to this launch, I believe we can all do our part to be more 

inclusive and supportive of persons with mental health conditions to 

nurture and assist them in their recovery journey. Thank you!  

 


